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1. Software on Device

● Q 1.1: How do I know the version of DeepLens software installed on my DeepLens de-
vice?

● A: The DeepLens software’s Debian package is named “awscam”. There are 2 ways to get
the software version.

Method 1 - using the DeepLens console: If your device is registered on the DeepLens con-
sole, you can easily find the software version from the console by going to “Devices” and
clicking the device name you registered with. 

Method 2 - from the DeepLens device: Connect your device to a monitor or ssh into your de-
vice.  In a terminal, run

 $> dpkg -l awscam

The returned results may look like

Desired=Unknown/Install/Remove/Purge/Hold

| Status=Not/Inst/Conf-files/Unpacked/halF-conf/Half-inst/trig-aWait/Trig-pend

|/ Err?=(none)/Reinst-required (Status,Err: uppercase=bad)

||/ Name           Version     Architecture    Description

+++-==============-===========-===============-===============

ii  awscam         1.1.17      amd64           awscam

The number below “Version” 1.1.17 is the installed awscam version.

● Q 1.2: Is my awscam version the latest? (or how do I find out the latest version of
awscam available on the repository?)

● A: Open a terminal and run the following

$> sudo apt-get update

$> sudo apt-cache madison awscam

The returned result may look like



awscam |     1.1.17 | https://awsdeep-update.us-east-1.amazonaws.com awscam/main
amd64 Packages

● Q 1.3: My device lost Wi-Fi connection and does not show any Wi-Fi hotspots after re-
boot.

● A: Run ifconfig  on the terminal. If there are no network interfaces apart from local-
host, then hard reboot (power cycle the device) the device. If it still does not enable
Wi-Fi access, check the kernel version by running uname -r. If the kernel version is
4.13.x-xx, you are affected by the kernel upgrade from Ubuntu. The fix to run  the fol-
lowing command:

sudo apt remove linux-image-4.13.x-xx-generic linux-headers-4.13.x-xx-generic

sudo reboot

Replace ‘x-xx’ with the specific minor version numbers you see after running uname -r. After
rebooting the device, the kernel version should be 4.10.17+ or 4.13.x-xx-deeplens. If your
awscam version is 1.2.0 or later, you will not be hassled by this issue any more.

● Q 1.4: I deployed the “infinite infer” lambda (or similar lambdas which do model in-
ference on video) to my device successfully, but the inference lambda does not work.
I found the “awscam-streaming.service”, which provides the video streaming from
the camera, failed to started (to check the service status, run “sudo systemctl status
awscam-streaming.service”). How do I fix it?

● A: If you had this issue after Jan 10, 2018 and your Linux kernel version is 4.13.0-
26, you are affected by the kernel upgrade from Ubuntu. (To find out the kernel ver-
sion, run “uname -r”). Follow the steps of Q1.3 to roll back your OS kernel to Ubuntu
4.10.17+ to fix the problem.

● Q 1.5: How do I upgrade awscam to the latest?

● A: If automatic update is enabled during device setup, the awscam package is automat-
ically upgraded on every reboot. If you find the software is out-dated, just re-boot the
DeepLens device and wait for a few minutes after the system is up. Check if you are on
the latest version.

There are some scenarios that the upgrade may get delayed or fail. Here is how you can deal
with them.

Scenario 1: The Ubuntu system runs automatic update on each reboot. This will prevent the
auto-update of the awscam package happening at the same time. To check if Ubuntu self-
update is running, open a terminal and run



$> sudo lsof /var/lib/dpkg/lock

If you see something like

COMMAND   PID  USER FD  TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME

unattende 2638 root 4uW REG  179,2        0  21   /var/lib/dpkg/lock

that implies there is a concurrent Ubuntu update undergoing in the background. In this case
you should wait for the Ubuntu update to finish. If your installed version of awscam is earlier
than 1.1.11, you must reboot the system after Ubuntu update is done. Otherwise, just wait
for the awscam upgrade to automatically happen.

Scenario 2: Sometimes the awscam package is half configured possibly due to the installation
being aborted midway due to system restart or other causes. If you run the version check
command “dpkg -l awscam”, you would see

Desired=Unknown/Install/Remove/Purge/Hold

| Status=Not/Inst/Conf-files/Unpacked/halF-conf/Half-inst/trig-aWait/Trig-pend

|/ Err?=(none)/Reinst-required (Status,Err: uppercase=bad)

||/ Name           Version     Architecture   Description

+++-==============-===========-==============-===============

iF  awscam         1.1.10      amd64          awscam

The status “iF” means the upgrade has not been completed successfully and this will prevent
a future upgrade of awscam package. To fix this problem, run

$> sudo dpkg --configure -a

You can check the status again by running the above version check. Please reboot the device
so that the automatic update of awscam package can proceed.

Scenario 3: If after Scenarios 1 and 2 fixes, awscam package is still not updated, you probably
need to do update it manually. You can run the following commands

$> sudo apt-get update

$> sudo apt-get upgrade awscam

The above process may take a while to finish. If you see a subsequent error during the pro-
cess, see next question for a solution.

● Q 1.6: I ran “sudo apt-get upgrade awscam” and got an error about unmet dependen-
cies. How do I fix it?



● A: If you see error messages like the following screenshot,

Reading package lists... Done

Building dependency tree

Reading state information... Done

You might want to run 'apt-get -f install' to correct these.

The following packages have unmet dependencies:

 pulseaudio : Depends: libpulse0 (= 1:8.0-0ubuntu3.3) but 1:8.0-0ubuntu3.4 is
installed

 pulseaudio-module-bluetooth : Depends: pulseaudio (= 1:8.0-0ubuntu3.4)

 pulseaudio-module-x11 : Depends: pulseaudio (= 1:8.0-0ubuntu3.4)

E: Unmet dependencies. Try using -f.

run “sudo apt-get -f install” as suggested. If this doesn’t fix the error or it throws another error
like

Errors were encountered while processing:

  /var/cache/apt/archives/pulseaudio_1%3a8.0-0ubuntu3.4_amd64.deb

E: Sub-process /usr/bin/dpkg returned an error code (1)

you can eliminate the error by forcing the installation of the problematic package. Run the
following commands

$> sudo dpkg --configure -a

$> sudo dpkg -i --force-overwrite /var/cache/apt/archives/
pulseaudio_1%3a8.0-0ubuntu3.4_amd64.deb

If you see multiple packages have the same error, run the “dpkg -i --force-overwrite” com-
mand for each of them. After this step, you can re-run “sudo apt-get upgrade” to complete
the upgrade.

If the user has the 4.13-32 kernel their pulse audio package may be /var/cache/apt/
archives/pulseaudio_1%3a8.0-0ubuntu3.7_amd64.deb, make sure to get the output of sudo
apt-get -f install to verify the package they have installed on their device.

● Q 1.7: When I ssh to the device, I see messages like “245 packages can be updated”
and “145 updates are security updates”. How do I install the updates?

● A: You don't have to update these packages to use the DeepLens device. But for secu-
rity reasons you may want to make all packages up-to-date. You can manually complete
the updates by issuing below commands



$> sudo apt-get update

$> sudo apt-get upgrade

If you see “unmet dependencies” errors, check the answer of the previous question.

After this step, you will see the number of packages that need update is greatly reduced, but
still not 0. For complete all package update, run

$> sudo apt-get dist-upgrade

● Q 1.8: When running “sudo apt-get update”, I see error message “The https://awsdeep-
update.us-east-1.amazonaws.com packages repository is not set to public (access denied)
causing error: "doesn't support architecture i386". What does it mean and should I be
concerned?

● A: The awscam package is developed only for x86_64 architecture specifically for
DeepLens . Hence there is no i386 awscam package. You can safely ignore this error
message.

● Q 1.9: I deleted the /opt/awscam folder by executing “rm -rf /opt/awscam”. How do I
re-install the software?

● A: Ubuntu manages its software packages through the package manager. When you
uninstall a package by removing the folder, the package manager is not updated. To
fix this, you can run the following commands.

$> sudo apt-get autoremove awscam

$> sudo apt-get -o Dpkg::Options::="--force-confmiss" install --reinstall awscam

$> sudo reboot

● Q 1.10: I messed up my DeepLens device. Can I reset the whole system to the factory
state?

● A: Yes, you can. Download the DeepLens system restore instruction and follow the
steps. The DeepLens system after reset will have the recommended base version of
the awscam software, instead of 1.1.0 out of the factory. This guarantees the critical up-
dates are included after reset and avoid some common software upgrade issues.

2. Device Registration

● Q 2.1: I don’t see the Wi-Fi SSID of my DeepLens device on the my laptop and the mid-
dle LED light does not blink. How do I complete the registration?

https://s3.amazonaws.com/deeplens-public/factory-restore/DeepLens_System_Restore_Instruction.pdf


● A: To connect to the DeepLens via Wi-Fi from your laptop, you need to enable the sof-
tAP mode on the device. If the DeepLens device has been previously registered, the so-
fAP mode is disabled and must be re-enabled by inserting a paper clip into the pin hole
on the back of the device. After you feel a click and wait for about 10s, the middle LED
light will be blinking. That means the device is in softAP mode. You will be able to con-
nect to your device through Wi-Fi and complete device registration.

● Q 2.2: I found no available role to select. What should I do?

● A: Follow the instructions of step 4 at https://docs.aws.amazon.com/deeplens/latest/
dg/deeplens-getting-started-register.html to create all the roles needed by DeepLens de-
vice registration. Then go back to the DeepLens console and start the registration flow.

● Q 2.3: I downloaded the certificate zip file, but forgot to click “Finish”. How can I fix it?

● A: Delete the downloaded zip file, and then re-register your device.

 

● Q 2.4: I accidentally uploaded the incorrect certificate zip file. What should I do?

● A: Re-upload the correct certificate zip file. It will overwrite the previous one.

 

● Q 2.5: I reached the max limit per user when register device/create project/create
model. What should I do?

● A: Deregister Device/delete project/delete model first before adding new one.

 

● Q 2.6: I failed to de-register my device. How can I resolve the failure?

● A: Skip deregistration and do device registration again on the same camera: Reset the
camera back into softAP mode (Insert a small paperclip in the reset pinhole at the back
of Deeplens). Then register the same camera with a new device name. Upload the new
certificate to replace the old one.

 

● Q 2.7: Device registration failed. How can I resolve the failure?

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/deeplens/latest/dg/deeplens-getting-started-register.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/deeplens/latest/dg/deeplens-getting-started-register.html


● A: At device registration, on step Set permissions, make sure that your roles related to
GreenGrass Service is created and associated as “IAM role for AWS Greengrass”. If not,
re-register the device with the correct roles.

Users often already have a lambda role in their account which they use in our “IAM role
for AWS Lambda”. Using this can cause failures during registration. This won't affect de-
ployments though.

Solution:

Please follow the create role link for this. We require the prefix of “AWSDeepLens” in
the role name for this to function perfectly.

If the above solutions do not solve your problem, please try a new registration and fol-
low the instructions above to ensure the roles are set up correctly. The console page
should also include a note for each role describing the purpose of each.

● Q 2.8: I can see the middle LED light blinking, but cannot connect to 192.168.0.1.

● A: On some routers, e.g. D-Link, Linksys, Netgear, TP-Link, etc. the default router ad-
dress is set to 192.168.0.1. If the router to which DeepLens connects is same as the de-
vice console’s ip address (192.168.0.1), then the ip route configuration on Ubuntu de-
faults the traffic to the one used to connect to the router than the device console. This
is a known issue. The possible solution is to change the ip address of the router. An
example for D-Link router is here: http://www.dlink.com/uk/en/support/faq/routers/
mydlink-routers/dir-605l/how-do-i-change-the-ip-address-of-my-router.

● Q 2.9: I cannot see soft AP network on my laptop even though the middle LED is blink-
ing or still see the soft AP network after the middle LED is not blinking.

● A: This is usually the issue with laptops not refreshing the available Wi-Fi. Turning off the
laptop Wi-Fi and turning it on would usually solve the issue.

● Q 2.10: What if don't see the middle LED light blinking even after inserting pin in the
reset hole?

● A: If you can connect to the device to the Internet through Ethernet, then you can run
the following commands to reset the awscam package:

systemctl status softap.service

           If you see error code 203, you need to re-install awscam-webserver by running the fol-
lowing command:

http://www.dlink.com/uk/en/support/faq/routers/mydlink-routers/dir-605l/how-do-i-change-the-ip-address-of-my-router
http://www.dlink.com/uk/en/support/faq/routers/mydlink-routers/dir-605l/how-do-i-change-the-ip-address-of-my-router


sudo apt-get install --reinstall awscam-webserver

sudo reboot

After reboot, you should see the middle LED light blinking, indicating the soft AP is up. To
check device status and type commands as above, please use HDMI cables to connect a
monitor and use USB cables to connect a USB mouse and a USB keyboard with the camera.

● Q 2.11: Device registration passed but project deployment failed at Model Download.
Greengrass Logs on the device show errors related to access denied. How can I resolve
the failure?

● A: At device registration, on step Set permissions, make sure that your roles related to
GreenGrass Group is created and associated as “IAM group role for AWS Greengrass”. If
not, re-register the device with the correct roles or call AssociateServiceRoleToAccount
API to re-associate roles.

$> aws --endpoint-url https://deeplens-prod.us-east-1.amazonaws.com
--region us-east-1  deeplens associate-service-role-to-account
--service-role-arn ********** --green-grass-service-role-arn **********
--green-grass-group-role-arn ********** --im-role-arn **********
--lambda-creation-role-arn **********

● Q 2.12: The project deployment is not successful and I am in one of the following
cases: (a)  the status message shows “Download Progress:”, with no percentage value
shown after more than 5 minutes; (b) the status message shows “Waiting for lambda
functions deployment to complete.” for more than 5 mins; (c) deploy the same project
multiple times, but it keeps failing with “ModelDownloadFailed” error message.

● A: You can try to resolve the issue by restart the greengrass core on the device. Login
the device and run

$> sudo systemctl restart --no-block greengrassd.service

3. Model download

● Q 3.1: I have a “ModelDownloadFailed” error. What is the cause and how can I fix it?

● A:  Our console asks for two GreenGrass roles: (1) IAM Role for AWS GreenGrass (2)
IAM group role for AWS GreenGrass.

The error is that users are passing the same role for both of these, because the role cre-
ated for (1) appears in the drop down for (2).

Solution:



Make sure you follow the Create role link for (2) IAM group role for AWS Green-
Grass, and use that role for this option. The name we default to for that role is “AWS-
DeepLensGreengrassGroupRole”.

4. Model optimizer

● Q 4.1 : The model optimizer is failing to optimize the model and I get the following out-
put:

std::bad_alloc()

● A: This occurs because the devices MXNet does not match the MXNet version that was
used to train the model. In order to correct this problem we need to upgrade the de-
vices MXNet version by typing the following command from the Ubuntu terminal >$
sudo pip3 install mxnet==1.0.0

● Q 4.2: The model optimizer fails and gives the following errors:

aws_cam@Deepcam:~$ python3 /opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/
deployment_tools/model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mo_mxnet_converter.py --model-name
image-classification --models-dir /mnt/SD/asl_artifacts/ --output-dir /mnt/SD/
asl_optimized/ --img-format BGR --img-width 80 --img-height 80 —img-channels 3

 18:33:41 src/nnvm/legacy_json_util.cc:209: Loading symbol saved by previous
version v0.12.0. Attempting to upgrade...

18:33:41 src/nnvm/legacy_json_util.cc:217: Symbol successfully upgraded!

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mo_mxnet_converter.py", line 105, in <module>

convert_model(args)

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mo_mxnet_converter.py", line 82, in convert_model

args.img_channels, enable_fuse, visualize_path)

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mo_mxnet_converter.py", line 42, in get_model_config

model = load_model(n_name, iteration_number, input_shape, data_path)

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mo_mxnet_converter.py", line 31, in load_model



return read_mxnet_json(json_path, input_shape, mx_loaded_model=model_loaded)

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mxnet_convertor/mxnet_utils.py", line 26, in
read_mxnet_json

return MxNetModel(data, input_shape, mx_loaded_model)

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mxnet_convertor/mxnet_primitives.py", line 122, in
__init__

new_layer.update_shapes(self.layers, layer_op)

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mxnet_convertor/mxnet_primitives.py", line 460, in
update_shapes

self.out_shape = self.calculate_output()

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5675/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/mxnet_converter/mxnet_convertor/mxnet_primitives.py", line 548, in
calculate_output

h_o = MxNetPoolingLayer.calculate_single_dim(h_i, self.pad_x, self.kernel_x,
self.stride_x, self.pooling_convention)

AttributeError: 'MxNetPoolingLayer' object has no attribute 'stride_x'4

● A: The issue is that the model optimizer is expecting stride argument in the hyper pa-
rameter list for pooling layers. For average pooling layers stride doesn't really make
sense so it has been removed in the latest MXNet, such that average pool layers look
like this:

{

  "op": "Pooling",

  "name": "pool1",

  "attr": {

    "global_pool": "True",

    "kernel": "(7, 7)",

    "pool_type": "avg"

  },

  "inputs": <your input shape>

},

You will need to open you symbol file in a text editor and search for Pooling layers and add
"stride": "(1, 1)" if it is missing so that the pooling layer looks like:



{

  "op": "Pooling",

  "name": "pool1",

  "attr": {

    "global_pool": "True",

    "kernel": "(7, 7)",

    "pool_type": "avg",

    "stride": "(1, 1)"

  },

  "inputs": <your input shape>

},

Don't forget the comma after "avg". After making sure all the pooling layers have a stride en-
try, everything should work as expected.

Note: This is in forum post: https://forums.aws.amazon.com/
thread.jspa?threadID=271284&tstart=0

● Q 4.3: The model optimizer fails and gives the following errors: 

/home/matt/.env3/lib/python3.5/site-packages/mxnet/module/base_module.py:53:
UserWarning: You created Module with Module(..., label_names=['softmax_label'])
but input with name 'softmax_label' is not found in symbol.list_arguments(). Did
you mean one of:

    data

  warnings.warn(msg)

Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "mo_mxnet_converter.py", line 105, in <module>

    convert_model(args)

  File "mo_mxnet_converter.py", line 88, in convert_model

    ir_generator.generate_ir(mxnet_model.layers, None, input_shape,
args.img_format, d_t)

  File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5852/
deployment_tools/model_optimizer/model_optimizer_mxnet/mxnet_convertor/
ir_generator_mxnet.py", line 28, in generate_ir

    input_port = self.generate_ir_plain(l, input_port, layers)

https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=271284&tstart=0
https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=271284&tstart=0
https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=271284&tstart=0
https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=271284&tstart=0


  File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5852/
deployment_tools/model_optimizer/model_optimizer_mxnet/mxnet_convertor/
ir_generator_mxnet.py", line 44, in generate_ir_plain

    current_offset=self.config.file_offset)

  File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5852/
deployment_tools/model_optimizer/model_optimizer_mxnet/mxnet_convertor/
mxnet_layer_utils.py", line 75, in transform_convolution_layer

    res = np.ndarray(l.weights.shape)

AttributeError: 'list' object has no attribute 'shape'

Or the following error:

Image-classification-transfer-learning

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5852/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/model_optimizer_mxnet/mxnet_convertor/mxnet_primitives.py", line
43, in get_json_layer_items

return json_dic.items()

KeyError: 'param'File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5852/
deployment_tools/model_optimizer/model_optimizer_mxnet/mxnet_convertor/
mxnet_primitives.py", line 548, in calculate_output

h_o = MxNetPoolingLayer.calculate_single_dim(h_i, self.pad_x, self.kernel_x,
self.stride_x, self.pooling_convention)

AttributeError: 'MxNetPoolingLayer' object has no attribute 'stride_x'

Image-classification-transfer-learning

File "/opt/intel/deeplearning_deploymenttoolkit_2017.1.0.5852/deployment_tools/
model_optimizer/model_optimizer_mxnet/mxnet_convertor/mxnet_primitives.py", line
43, in get_json_layer_items

return json_dic.items()

KeyError: 'param'

● A: Sorry that you are having trouble with model optimization. We have identified some
layer compatibility issues and are actively working on the fix. In the meantime, we
would like to unblock you. We identified some potential solutions to manually resolve
this issue. Please try them and let us know if you are still blocked.

1) Open your <model name>-symbol.json file in a text editor, like sublime text.



2) Remove all layer names with suffixes for non-null operators. I know that sounds cryptic so
let me show you what I mean. A null operator is defined in the Json file as

{

  "op": "null",

  "name": "deep_dog_conv0_weight",

  "attr": {

    "__dtype__": "0",

    "__lr_mult__": "1.0",

    "__shape__": "(64, 0, 3, 3)",

    "__wd_mult__": "1.0"

  }

},

You don't have to worry about these. A non-null operator is defined in the Json file as:

{

  "op": "Convolution",

  "name": "deep_dog_conv0_fwd",

  "attr": {

    "dilate": "(1, 1)",

    "kernel": "(3, 3)",

    "layout": "NCHW",

    "no_bias": "False",

    "num_filter": "64",

    "num_group": "1",

    "pad": "(0, 0)",

    "stride": "(2, 2)"

  }

}

For these operators we want to remove the "suffix" _fwd in the "name" entry so that it looks
like this:

{

  "op": "Convolution",



  "name": "deep_dog_conv0",

  "attr": {

    "dilate": "(1, 1)",

    "kernel": "(3, 3)",

    "layout": "NCHW",

    "no_bias": "False",

    "num_filter": "64",

    "num_group": "1",

    "pad": "(0, 0)",

    "stride": "(2, 2)"

  }

}

This can be easily done in a text editor like sublime, by taking advantage of the find and re-
place function. Just find "_fwd" and replace it with an empty space.

3) If you are using a softmax layer you will have to make the following minor change to the
json file, initially it will look something like this:

{

  "op": "SoftmaxOutput",

  "name": "softmax",

  "inputs": [[192,0,0]]

}

Just add the following line "attr": {}, so now your softmax layer will look like:

{

  "op": "SoftmaxOutput",

  "name": "softmax",

  "attr": {},

  "inputs": [[192,0,0]]

}

4) Finally, please make sure that you are using supported layers in your model. Remember
DeepLens has to convert the MXNet model into CL-DNN format so sometimes we are ever so
slightly behind in layer support. Here is a list of all currently supported MXNet layers:

Activation,



BatchNorm,

Concat,

Convolution,

elemwise_add,

Pooling,

Flatten,

FullyConnected,

InputLayer,

UpSampling,

Reshape,

ScaleShift,

SoftmaxActivation,

SoftmaxOutput,

transpose,

_contrib_MultiBoxPrior,

_contrib_MultiBoxDetection,

_Plus

Q 4.4: I trained my model using images of size 512 x 512 and set the input width and height
of  the model optimizer to 224 x 224, the results of my on device inference don't make any
sense, what I am I doing wrong?

A: The height and width of the model optimizer must match the size of the of the training
set. So if you trained your model using 512 x 512 images you must set your model optimizer
height and width to 512 x 512. 

Q 4.5: The DeepLens is incorrectly classifying data, but my model had good performance on
the validation set. What is wrong?

A: Did you normalize your input during training? If you did, then you also need to normalize
your input before feeding it to the inference engine. Remember your input to the inference
engine must be the same as your input during inference otherwise you will get different re-
sults. 


